114. Dutch brother and sister holding religious pamphlets. Photograph was obtained from the sources listed in the AMERICANS ALL® Photograph and Poster Collections. All rights reserved. AMERICANS ALL® acknowledges the intellectual copyright of the creators and requires permission to reproduce images. Users should be directed to the sources listed in the TIMELINE POSTER 511. (Information for this caption provided by the National Women’s History Project.)

115. Dutch brother and sister holding religious pamphlets. Photograph was obtained from the sources listed in the AMERICANS ALL® Photograph and Poster Collections. All rights reserved. AMERICANS ALL® acknowledges the intellectual copyright of the creators and requires permission to reproduce images. Users should be directed to the sources listed in the TIMELINE POSTER 511. (Information for this caption provided by the National Women’s History Project.)

116. Dutch brother and sister holding religious pamphlets. Photograph was obtained from the sources listed in the AMERICANS ALL® Photograph and Poster Collections. All rights reserved. AMERICANS ALL® acknowledges the intellectual copyright of the creators and requires permission to reproduce images. Users should be directed to the sources listed in the TIMELINE POSTER 511. (Information for this caption provided by the National Women’s History Project.)

117. Greek playground for detained children. Ithad wagons, a tricycle, a rocking chair, and a small barn. From the playgrounds of the 19th century to the present day, they have served as a safe and fun place for children to play and learn. (Image provided by the Fototeca Evzone)